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V g j THEYCHOOSETHE "
FULLER BRUSH
COMPANY
"T he `Comptometer' — Peg . W e have
Board plan i s b e s t f o r u s .
saved more than $3600 a year by installing
`Comptometer' methods."

-

COMPTOMETER"
UNITED AIR LINES

"We are becoming increasingly dependent
upon the 'Comptometer' in handling our accounting work
( ticket auditing, payroll, statistical and
general accounting)."

THE ATLANTIC
REFINING COMPANY
"We have saved thousands of
dollars by the institution of a
centralized `Comptometer' department
and
establishing
standards of performance. . . .
We get production, costs, sales,
and statistical figures several
days earlier at less expense."

FRUEHAUF
TRAILER COMPANY
m

"Since the `Comptometer' is extremely flexible and performs a ll kinds of figu re work
with high speed and unvarying accuracy,
we are able to meet consta nt changes without confusion. . . . We have standardized
on the `Comptometer'."

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

VFW

"T he record of our experience over a good
many years has convinced us that our
figure work can be ha ndled most economically on the 'Comptometer.' This outstanding economy is the result of high speed
flexibility combined with accuracy."

BORDEN'S

00
V

�.

=°

PRODUCE
COMPANY, INC.

"T he flexibility and simplicity of the
'Comptometer' — Peg -Board combination
appea led to u s. . . . Our experience with
the `Comptometer' has been highly satisfactory from the sta ndpoint of speed, economy and accuracy."

GENERAL ELECTRIC
COMPANY

SHEFFIELD FARMS
COMPANY

(Incandescent Lamp Div.)

"T he `Comptometer' — Peg -Board
method has effected substantial

We use the modern,
high-speed `Comptometer'
( Electric Model K a nd Standa rd Model J)
on all kinds of figure work—profit and loss
statements, balance sheets, unit costs, general statistical work."

savings in both time and actual
money. The 'Comptometer' enables us to maintain a fast, accurate control of figures at all times."

Permit us to show you (in your own office, on your own job) why so
many progressive businesses, large and small, are enthusiastic about
"Comptometer" methods. Telephone your local "Comptometer" office, or
write direct to Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co., 1715 N. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.

OUR OPEN FORUM
Th is se ctio n o f th e Bu lle tin is a va ilab le to a ll fo r th e informa l dis-

cussion of technical matters of interest to our members. Included
here will be comments on articles in Section 1, ideas and suggestions
arising out of these articles, and other correspondence in which our
ntembers are likely to be interested. The ideas expressed will be
those of the individual correspondents, and all shades of opinion will
be welcomed to the extent that the ideas expressed are constructive
and of general interest.
MAKING HIDDEN TAXES VISIBLE
Ed it o r , N. A . C. A. Bu ll e tin :

Accountants have an excellent opportunity to instil greater "tax- consciousness" among the residents of this nation. In times of our greatest tax burdens and threats of ever increasing tax loads due to proposed further centralization of governmental authority, the average citizen is not sufficiently
aware of his tax burden. Occasional publications of data showing theoretical tax burden per citizen, is not forceful enough to impress Mr.
Average Citizen. The normal consumer is more impressed by a direct sales
tax of 2¢ on his $1.00 purchase than if he pays an additional price of 100
as hidden taxes.
I offer as a suggestion the practice of letting purchasers know on each
purchase the amount of hidden taxes included in the price. Of course it is
not possible to know all hidden taxes in the cost of a product or service.
The latest seller will know definitely only his own tax expense. He may
not know the tax expense included in his purchases.
As a start toward tax expense publicity and consciousness all businesses
should maintain their records so that the managers themselves will know
definitely their total annual taxes of every nature. All taxes, regardless
of final disposition, should be cleared through one account, such as "Taxes
Accrued." Sales taxes and processing taxes that may be charged to the
same account as the related purchase, should also be cleared through the
taxes accrued account. Such analysis entails very little more work if done
when purchase vouchers are distributed. Income taxes, or any other taxes
paid in years subsequent to their incidence and chargeable to surplus, should
likewise be cleared through the taxes accrued account.
I do not propose exact determination of the tax cost included in every
sale, but believe that a reasonably close estimate could be computed on each
stubstantial sale by application of percentages. We could, for example, use
the percentage obtained by dividing the prior month's total tax expense by
the total sales and applying that percentage to each current month's sale.
The sales invoice could then be inscribed by stamping or typing thereon,
"The taxes included in the above price amount to approximately $- -,"
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or, "The taxes (excluding those contained in the cost of raw product) included in the above price amount to approximately $
."
If some such plan were followed and became widely used, we may eventually be able to determine practically all tax costs in any substantial sale.
Hidden taxes ascertained from invoices of purchases for resale could then
be used in compiling the tax information to be passed on to the final
purchaser.
Also, and equally important, for the benefit of management and the stockholders, the amount of total tax expense is of vital interest. In monthly or
annual statements where the "taxes" item happens to contain only such taxes
charged to "taxes" account, an appropriate footnote should be appended
giving the total tax expense for the period by showing the total of all taxes
in whatever account they may be concealed. Statistical statements and
charts should at every opportunity be so set up as to show the total taxes
by amounts or percentages.
If we can help promote militant tax - consciousness among the vast body
of consumers, not forgetting management and the stockholders, we will
materially aid in lessening the growing threat to the existence of our industrial system, upon which this nation's success and continued prosperity
depends.
ROGER A. SEEBE,
New York Chapter.
PAYROLLTAXES-FURTHERCOMMENTS
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
Dr. Marple, in replying to my letter which was published in the October
1 Bulletin, makes the point that I have overlooked the use of the word
"logically" in his original article. The fact is that I do not think it either
logical or practical to include payroll taxes referred to as an additional
cost of labor. Perhaps I should have amplified this more in my original
letter.
These payroll taxes do not vary exactly with direct labor and, therefore,
it is not quite logical to apply them directly on each operation even if it were
practical. There are certain exclusions from the tax, which, while not extensive in most businesses, are usually prevalent to some degree. For instance, many factories have employees engaged on direct labor operations
who are over the 65 year age limit and are, therefore, not subject to the
Old Age Tax. Also, in some businesses there are a certain number of direct
labor employees who will earn more than $3,000 per year, and the amount
over $3,000 is not subject to tax. Now it would seem to be illogical to apply
payroll taxes to the operations performed by men under 65 and not to
identical operations performed by a man working alongside of him who
was over the age limit. It would be still more illogical if we included the
payroll tax on the earnings of a.man up to $3,000 and then after he had
exceeded that limit, suddenly dropped off the tax on the same direct labor
operations, thereby showing lower direct labor cost than if he had per -
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formed the operations earlier in the year. As I see it, we would eliminate
all these inconsistencies and secure more logical and practical results if we
consider the Social Security taxes as overhead, which I still feel they
rightfully are.
In an effort to cut down the size of the huge reserve built up by Social
Security tax collections, running up to 47 billion dollars or more, a suggestion has been made by Senator Vandenberg and others to abandon the tax
on direct labor and instead raise the funds involved through general taxation. Whether this is done or not, the idea serves to illustrate this point:
Regardless of the method used to collect the Old Age Tax, the expenditures
will be made for the specific purpose of providing old age benefits; and
in the case of unemployment compensation, the tax collected for this purpose, regardless of how it is collected, will be used to relieve the troubles
of unemployment. The nature of the expense would be identical, but the
fact that it would be measured differently should not for that reason alone
automatically change the tax from a direct labor cost to an overhead cost.
Dr. Marple disagrees with me in my statement that taxes by their very
nature must always be overhead. However, it is true that in general all
taxes except income taxes, inheritance taxes, gift taxes and the like are
allowed as a deductible expense in our income tax returns. The income
tax regulations permit one to deduct the amount of money paid for import
taxes, sales taxes, social security taxes and many others in arriving at the
income subject to tax. It is essential, therefore, in order to obtain the
deduction to which we are rightfully entitled, to segregate the taxes paid
and include them among the other overhead expenses in our accounts. In
the case of a sales tax on raw materials purchased, it is of course proper to
apply the overhead based on the value or poundage of whatever unit on
which the tax was levied. In other words, when I state that taxes are overhead, I do not mean that they should necessarily be apportioned on some
arbitrary basis. I feel, on the other hand, that they should be applied as
accurately as possible and if, by applying a tax directly to raw material
purchased, it gives accurate results, I feel that it should be done in that way,
after, of course, making sure that the tax payment has bten so segregated
as to permit of the proper deduction in our income tax returns as taxes.
In this discussion of taxes on raw material, I am not referring to those
taxes which are applied to commodities purchased for resale and which
are passed on to the consumer included as a part of the price paid by him.
Sales taxes are merely an additional means of taxation and they are used
for the same purpose as any other taxes that might be levied by the government, so it would seem logical if one kind of tax is included in overhead, to
include in overhead also other taxes that are used for identical purposes.
There is probably considerable room for difference of opinion as to
whether the Social Security taxes are logically labor or logically overhead.
I feel, however, that I have shown in the remarks above that it is not
illogical to include them as overhead.
RAYMOND PAYNE,
Hartford Chapter.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
The Research and Service Department at National Headquarters
conducts a Question and Answer Service for the benefit of N. A. C. A.
members. Practical accounting questions which cannot be answered
from our research files are submitted to a number of our members for
answer. The replies with names deleted are transmitted to the
original inquirer. In this section of the Bulletin will be published such
of these questions and answers as appear to be of general interest
to our members and worthy of their consideration.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR COSTS BY MACHINE NUMBER
Question: We are planning to obtain maintenance and repair expense by
machine numbers. We do not want to combine this data with our plant
asset records, since we want the information for statistical purposes only.
We should appreciate hearing from N. A. C. A. members who have accumulated such costs in this way regarding the methods used and copies of
any forms which are available.
Answer No. 1: From our plant asset record we assign a number to each
piece of equipment and affix to each machine a brass tag about the size
of a half dollar• bearing this number. All labor for maintenance of this
equipment is charged to a special maintenance account number bearing this
brass tag number, material requisitions for repairs are all assigned this brass
tag number. Our burden is charged on the basis of the man hours of labor
at a burden rate set up for this type of labor. We use tabulating equipment
for labor distribution and space is provided on our tabulating distribution
card for machine number.
Answer No. 2: In our plant, machinery maintenance and repair expenses
are accounted for (1) by recording such expenses in departmental overhead
expense accounts'and (2) by analyzing monthly the machinery maintenance
and repair expenses charged to each department, according to machines.
The departmental totals are the controls for a supplemental report prepared
in our tabulating department showing the expenses by machine number.
All time tickets, material requisitions and outside purchases and any other
expenses properly chargeable to machinery maintenance and repairs are
coded according to the departmental overhead expense accounts and are also
coded with the machine number on which the work is done. All of the
pertinent data is punched on tabulating cards and it is a comparatively simple application for our tabulating department to furnish at the end of each
month analyses for machinery maintenance and repair expenses for each
production and service department showing the machine numbers. It should
also be mentioned that the expenses are broken down into labor and material.
Answer No. 3: We have applied direct labor and material repair costs
to each of our items of machinery and equipment for a number of years as
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a matter of course. When installed, each machine or unit of equipment is
assigned a number with the prefix "B" and a brass plate or plates showing
this number are riveted to the unit in a conspicuous place. This plan is followed for each item of machinery or equipment that is large or costly
enough to justify separate identification. We also use group equipment numbers (with a prefix "E ") to cover items on which individual records of
repairs by units are not justified, such as buckets, wheelbarrows, furnace
charging boxes, small tanks, reels, carts and similar equipment.
As repairs are made, the labor charges are reported under labor operation code numbers indicating the nature of the repair, with the proper
equipment "B" number. The material used is reported by kind and charged
to the proper equipment number also. These charges are summarized
monthly and are posted to "Equipment Repair Cost" cards.
A list is maintained currently of these equipment numbers in numerical
order showing description, location, and other essential information regarding each unit, also the cost account number to which the repairs to each
unit are chargeable. Monthly statistical statements of repair costs are prepared by departments and groups and are submitted to the Superintendent
of Maintenance for his information. In many cases, operating service hours
are recorded, and repair costs per service hour are reported. In other
cases, repair costs are shown per unit of production.
These identification numbers are used throughout our records to identify
the various units not only for repair costs but also for service records,
depreciation and property records, hourly burden rates, insurance records,
etc., and are an essential part of our accounting scheme.
Answer No. 4: As our entire cost setup is based upon punched card
accounting, we naturally use that method for keeping track of repairs.
Card No. 1 is a Repair Labor Card. It is made out in the repair shop
by the man or his foreman. These cards are used for payroll distribution
purposes, the burden being extended at a standard rate and the loss on burden being a black eye, or repair expense.
Card No. 2 is for Repair Materials and Supplies. It is made out for
repair materials and parts from the purchase invoice. A card is also made
out for any supply taken from the miscellaneous stockroom.
After the cards have been punched and tabulated for the usual payroll
and supply distribution for use in the period bookkeeping, they are all sorted
together by machine number, item and department, and a report can be
tabulated by machine numbers, or by item.
It is our custom to watch our period figures by item numbers, which analyzes our repairing in broad classes, showing whether machines, belt, or
truck repairs, etc., are running too high. We go into a finer analyses of
machine numbers only once or twice a year, or when a special research is
called for.
If the two cards are lined up together by the upper edge, it will be seen
that the column headings for the two cards fit together for tabulation purposes, making it possible to sort and tabulate them together. The columns
are used as follows:
415
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Department
Man Number
Hours
Labor
Card No. 2
Commodity

Cr. Dr.

Value Unit

Burden (3)
Hours (1) X Standard Rate (2)
Broad classification of repairs (4)
Machine numbers and building and floor numbers (5)
Departmental labor classification for payroll distribution (6)
Department number (7)
For balancing payroll (8)
Actual hours worked (9)
9 X 10 = $
(11)
=

Card No. 1
Burden
Item
Machine
Order No.

December 1, 1937

We analyze all our supplies and repair materials by
commodities, using code numbers, and at the end of each
period are in a position to show each foreman the cost
of each commodity in his department for this class of
expense (1)
These columns are used for account numbers in our
factory ledger and are the same columns as on our
miscellaneous departmental supplies and raw materials
which makes it possible to run our journal entry for this
class of expense on the tabulator (2)
(3)
The number of units of a commodity. We do not list
the type of unit as the person using this report knows
whether we charge by tons, feet, or gallons, etc. (4)

Answer No. 5: We have referred this question to the works managers
of our several plants and find that it is not our practice to maintain detailed
records of this kind. From time to time in the past we have experimented
with the keeping of such records for certain groups of machines but in no
case has the works management felt that the records provided any significant addition to the information already available for control purposes. This
does not mean, of course, that such records might not be very valuable in
some other types of business.
Answer No. 6: Our company discontinued accumulating costs for each
machine a number of years ago. We found that the information was not
of sufficient value to warrant the expense of accumulating it and that most
maintenance costs consisted of ordinary routine maintenance. After accumulating such information for a considerable period of time we determined
that the cost exceeded the benefits.
However, when we were accumulating this information, we charged time
and material directly to the department and account affected and also indicated on either the labor ticket or the requisition, as the case may be, the
machine number. These numbers were punched in the tabulating department, and each month we automatically obtained a tabulation of total
charges against each machine number. These were posted onto separate
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maintenance card records independently of the regular plant asset record
and a report was issued each month to the industrial engineering department
indicating the total maintenance cost of each machine.
Since discontinuing the above, we obtain satisfactory maintenance figures
in the following manner: The maintenance department is fully conversant
with the condition of each machine in the plant and has a very clear idea
regarding the amount of maintenance which should be required. Whenever
they feel that the maintenance on any particular equipment is becoming
excessive, they issue an extraordinary repair order against that piece of
equipment and all costs are accumulated on that order. These are accumulated over a sufficient period of time to clearly bring out the true maintenance cost. This method eliminates the tremendous amount of routine
necessary when all maintenance costs for every piece of equipment are constantly recorded, and we have found through experience over a considerable
length of time that this method supplies us with satisfactory maintenance
cost data.

Notes
The National Committee on Municipal Accounting has received the Beta
Alphi Psi (national honorary accounting fraternity) award for the most
notable contribution to accounting literature published during the two -year
period ending April 30, 1936. This award was made to the National Committee in September at which time the members of the Committee were
guests of the Municipal Finance Officers' Association at its annual conference held in Boston. Three members of this Association's Committee
were present at the conference: W. R. Donaldson, G. A. Moe, and A. E.
Neale. Following is a list of the publications of the Committee to date for
which the award was granted:
Bulletin No. 1 entitled "Tentative Outline — Principles of Municipal Accounting" was prepared to guide the work of the Committee and to emphasize the peculiar requirements of municipal accounting.
Bulletin No. 2 entitled "Tentative Outline of Suggested Procedure for a
Detailed Municipal Audit" was published to meet the need of municipal
officers and professional public accountants for a dependable and authoritative guide in performing audits of municipal records.
Bulletin No. 3 contains an extended bibliography on municipal accounting.
Bulletin No. 4, "Municipal Accounting Terminology for State, Municipal
and Other Local Governments," was prepared by a special sub - committee
charged with the task of formulating suitable definitions of all terms and
phrases needed or commonly used in municipal accounts and financial
reports.
Bulletin No. 5 is entitled "Municipal Funds and Their Balance Sheets."
Since the use of funds and fund accounts distinguishes municipal from
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industrial and commercial accounting, the material contained in this bulletin
is fundamental to the understanding of municipal accounting.
Bulletin No. 6, "Municipal Accounting Statements," includes all previous
publications as revised with the exception of Bulletins Nos. 1 and 3. In
addition it contains a large number of statements to show financial transactions during a fiscal period and their effect on fund balances or surplus.
Bulletin No. 7, "Bibliography of Municipal and State Accounting," is a
revision of Bulletin No. 3.
Further information concerning these and other publications in this field
may be obtained from the Municipal Finance Officer's Assn., 850 E. 58th St.,
Chicago, Ill.

*

In the article entitled "Comparative Evalulation of Occupations in Industry," by W. W. Finlay, which appeared in the October 1, 1937 issue of
the Bulletin, due acknowledgment to Merrill R. Lott, Richfield Oil Co.,
Los Angeles, Calif., for his pioneer work in the field of Job Evaluation was
inadvertently omitted.
The National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners has
recently issued the Proceedings of their 1937 Convention. This book contains
significant reports and discussions of problems and plans by Federal and
state regulatory authorities. Among the subjects discussed by specialists on
public utility regulation and accounting practices are such timely problems
as rate regulation, rural electrification, the regulation of securities issues,
the Public Utility Holding Act and the Federal Motor Carrier Act. Copies
are available from the State Law Reporting Company, 30 Vesey St., New
York, N. Y., at $6.00 per copy.
Another recent publication of the Association which was recommended
for adoption at the 1937 Convention is entitled "Lists of Retirement Units
for Electric and Gas Utilities." These two lists are supplements to the revised Uniform Systems of Accounts for Gas and Electric Utilities adopted
in 1936 by the Association, and were developed in co- operation with the
representatives of the industries concerned, and in the case of the one for
the electric system of accounts, with the Federal Power Commission. These
lists are designed to obtain better and more uniform distinction between a
replacement of property that should be carried through the plant and depreciation reserve accounts and a replacement that should be classified as a
maintenance expense. These pamphlets may also be obtained from The
Law Reporting Co. for 85 cents per copy.

Recent Additions to Our Research Library
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS. J. Donald Watson. The Ronald Press
Co., 15 E. 26th St., New York, N. Y. 1937. ix, 267 pp. $2.50.
CREDIT MANUAL OF COMMERCIAL LAWS 1938. National Asso-
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ciation of Credit Men, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 1937. vi, 714 pp.
$6.50.
MANAGERIAL CONTROL. John G. Glover and Coleman L. Maze. The
Ronald Press Co., 15 E. 26th St., New York, N. Y. 1937. xviii, 574
pp. $4.50.
MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE. William S.
Schlauch and Theodore Lang. The Ronald Press Co., 15 E. 26th St.,
New York, N. Y. 1937. xv, 548 pp. $4.25.

xiii,

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT IN OPERATION. Birchard E. Wyatt
and William H. Wandel. Graphic Arts Press, Inc., Washington, D. C.
1937.
382 pp. $3.50.

Notes on Current Literature
COST ACCOUNTING (SECOND EDITION). Charles Reitell and C. E.
Johnston. International Textbook Company, Scranton, Pa. 1927. ix,
425 pp. $3.50.
First published in 1933, Reitell's "Cost Accounting" has been notable
for the complete blending of the control feature of cost accounting with the
bookkeeping side of the subject. Where authors of other cost texts treated
standard costs and budgetary control in separate and detached sections of
their text as something to be grafted on the procedures previously described,
Dr. Reitell presented the bookkeeping and control aspects as a unified
whole. Instead of presenting outmoded procedures and partial objectives in
early chapters and necessitating that much which had been studied be discarded when more advanced parts of the study were undertaken, Dr. Reitell
adopted a more direct approach, discarded the out -of -date, and thus attained
a more logical presentation and one more in accord with the best prevailing
practice. The soundness of this approach has been recognized by its adoption in recent revised editions of cost texts originally issued before 1933.
An additional forward step is taken in the second edition, revised by C. E.
Johnston, of the International Correspondence Schools. In the words of the
authors "the principal purpose —in preparing this revised edition —has been
to show that costing for distribution is as essential a part of cost accounting
as manufacturing costs." It is pleasing to note that this purpose has been
achieved, not by splicing new chapters on distribution cost accounting to the
previous text, but by a thorough revision which has resulted in the presentation of distribution costing as an integral part of the cost accounting process.
Those who have read Dr. Reitell's address before the Hot Springs Convention as presented in the 1937 N. A. C. A. Year Book already know of
his contribution to this field of cost control. The presentation of the subject
in the revised edition of his book is logical and practical. It is based on
budgetary control of distribution costs. Considerable attention is given to
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methods of determining the unit costs of marketing products in different
districts by different systems of distribution to different customers or groups
of customers.
In the p+ocess of revision, the chapters on Standard Costs for Manufacturing Operations have been entirely rewritten, a chapter on By- Product and
Joint Product Costs has been added and a new chapter on Trade Association and Uniform Cost Accounting included at the end of this text. Our
most up -to -date text has been brought completely up -to -date.
PRACTICAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT. Harry L. Wylie, Merle P.
Gamber and Robert P. Brecht. Prentice -Hall, Inc., New York, N. Y.
1937. xxiii, 300 pp. $4.00.
"Because ideal conditions can so seldom be realized, and because theory
must so often give way to practical matters, compromises have to be made;
and it is with the practical principles of management that this book is concerned." It is with this point of view, as stated in the preface, that the
authors present the systems and procedures for managerial control in the
office. Methods that are generally accepted in all kinds of businesses are
described in detail.
The authors have arranged their material in a logical and orderly presentation. They consider first, in a rather general treatment, the objectives and
problems of the field of scientific office management and the duties and responsibilities of the key -man, the office manager. Part II deals with the
organization as the managerial unit of control. Such problems as establishing
and improving routines, the control of office work, the preparation and use
of office manuals and the job study and analysis are discussed in detail.
Particular emphasis is given to the various aspects of personnel administration. Part III is devoted wholly to a consideration of the bases for the
employment and selection of personnel, training the employees, salary administration, and the advantages to be gained from adequate personnel administration. Another section covers the procedural aspects of office management. This includes a study of office forms and records, the office budget,
and a description of the various services in the office that must be provided
for. Part V deals with the purchase and use of office equipment and suggestions for ideal office arrangement. The book concludes with a discussion
of standards and a consideration of the factors which measure or evaluate
administrative efficiency. It is illustrated throughout with suggested charts,
forms and records, and the results of statistical research in the field.
While much of this material may be familiar to practiced men in the
field, its inherent value lies in making them aware of the management
problem from the scientific viewpoint.
ACCOUNTING MANUAL FOR COLLEGES. Gail A. Mills. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, N. J. 1937. xi, 165 pp. $2.00.
The American Council on Education, through its Financial Advisory
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Service, arranged for the publication of this useful volume which was prepared by Gail A. Mills, Bursar of Princeton University and a former member of the National Committee on Standard Reports.
The author outlines first a very simple system for recording the financial
transactions of a small college. This includes a chart of accounts together
with sample forms. The remaining chapters are devoted to a detailed presentation of an accounting system that is applicable to either a small or a large
college. Chapter IV entitled "Chart of Accounts" gives a suggested list of
accounts necessary to record accurately all financial transactions, including
the budget and outstanding orders and contracts. Chapter V indicates the
purpose of these various accounts and the manner in which they function.
Another chapter illustrates the forms required and explains how they are
used in recording transactions. The final chapter presents an outline of the
schedules to be included in the financial reports to the administrative officers,
to the members of the board of trustees, and to the public. The book is
amply illustrated throughout with the forms suggested by the author. An
Appendix contains a reprint of Mr. Mill's address on "Machines in the Business Office" which was presented at the Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the
Association of University and College Business Officers of the Eastern
States.
According to the author, "In an institution such as a college, the purpose
of an accounting system should not be merely the recording of financial
transactions. It should be so designed and carried out that it will produce
prompt, accurate, and permanent records of all financial facts so that those
who are concerned may have readily available information regarding any
activity of the institution they may reasonably desire." This sound advice
may be regarded as axiomatic for every accounting system.

Employment
Man Available
Listed below is a short summary of the employment record of one of
our members who is now available for employment. A complete file of
men is maintained at Headquarters. Upon request, digests of the records of
men available and qualified for the positions to be filled will be furnished
employers.
No. 1377— Auditor and accountant with experience in both public and private practice, in business and municipal accounting work, installing systems,
credits, taxes and auditing. Desires position with an organization on full or
part time basis, as controller, chief accountant or auditor. Resides with
family in a suburb of Buffalo. Wishes to remain in Buffalo territory or its
immediate vicinity if possible.
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CURRENT COST LITERATURE
This listing, published on the first of each month, contains all the available references to cost articles and cost material published for the most part
during the past month. Those references marked with an asterisk ( *) are
obtained from the Engineering Index Service. Other references are secured
from the Industrial Arts Index, published by The H. W. Wilson Co., 950
University Ave., New York, N. Y., and also from periodicals received at
National Headquarters.
Arrangements have been made with the Engineering Societies Library to
furnish photostatic copies of any of the articles preceded by an asterisk ( *).
The price of each print, up to 11 by 14 inches in size, is 25 cents plus postage. Orders should be sent direct to the Engineering Societies Library, 29
W. 39th St., New York, N. Y., and should include all details as to volume,
number, pages, etc. Photostatic copies of articles not marked with an
asterisk cannot be provided.
To secure a copy of any of the publications here referred to, order
direct from the publisher. Addresses of periodicals referred to will be
found at the end of the references listed.
ACCOUNTING
Reinshagen, J. L. How We Keep Track of Sales and Inventories; Scholl
Mfg. Co. American Business. October, 1937, pp. 24 -5.
ASSETS — VALUATION
Peloubet, Maurice. Natural Resource Assets —Their Treatment in Accounts
and Valuation. Harvard Business Review. Autumn, 1937, pp. 74 -92.
A study of the asset accounts of companies engaged in the exploitation
of natural resources, it is concerned chiefly with the mining and
petroleum industries.
BANKS AND BANKING
Budget Plan for Small Banks. Bankers Magazine. October, 1937, pp.
308 -16.
Report of Committee on Bank Costs, New York State Bankers Association.
Machines Simplify Banking. Rand McNally Bankers Monthly. October,
1937, pp. 584 -7.
BUDGETS
McEachren, J. W. Budgeting for the Small Business Firm. Credit and
Financial Management. October, 1937, pp. 14 -17.
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Cash Budget Policies of 43 Companies Shown in Report. Credit and Financial Management. October, 1937, p. 17.
See also Banking.
CORPORATIONS
SEC Act to Prevent Write -Ups by Parent Firms in Consolidating Accounts
with Subsidiaries. Commercial & Financial Chronicle. September 18,
1937, pp. 1823 -4.
DEPRECIATION
*Caldwell, E., What Should Executives Know About Depreciationf Machinery. November, 1937, pp. 166 -8.
Importance of uniform depreciation procedure for each plant; suggested
method whereby depreciation percentages can be varied in accordance
with extent to which machines and tools are used each year.
See also Motor Buses.
DIVIDENDS
Littleton, A. C. Business Profits as a Legal Basis for Dividends. Harvard
Business Review. Autumn, 1937, pp. 51 -61.
An analysis of recent trends in statutory regulation of dividends and
a proposal to formulate statutory provisions in which legal dividends
would rest upon profits determined by the accepted principles of good
accounting practice actually to have been realized in business.
ELECTRICAL POWER
*Sumner, J. A. Modern Factors Affecting Electricity Costs and Charges.
Institution of Electrical Engineers — Journal. October, 1937, pp. 429 -59.
FOUNDRIES
*Fennington, K. P. Wastage of Standing Charges. Mechanical World. September 24, 1937, pp. 307 -8 and 325.
Overhead charges can be controlled in an inexpensive and intelligent
manner, thus enabling works manager and accountant to arrive at certain
basic facts for control of expenditures in this direction; various items
which can be regarded as standing charges are listed.
INVENTORY CONTROL
See Accounting.
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Trexler, G. F. Merchandise Accounting by Machine. American Gas Assn.
Monthly. October, 1937, pp. 358 -9.
See Banking.
MOTOR BUSES
*Franz, A. P. Bus Depreciation. Bus Transportation. October, 1937, pp.
474 -5.
Two methods for setting up depreciation reserves; one is flat rate
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e m p l o y e e ' s s t a t e m e n t a n d a r e c o r d of t h e
em p lo y e e' s ea rn in gs a n d d ed u c t i o n s .

FOR BOOKKEEPING
B e c a u s e it w r i t e s d a t e s , a d d s d e b i t s , s u b t ract s cred it s an d ex t en d s t h e n ew b alan ce,
t h is m o d e r n B u r r o u g h s p o s t e a n y l e d g e r s ,
writ e s m o n t h ly s t at em en t s , a n d h a n d les all
m i s c e l l a n e o u s f ig u r e - w o r k in e x p e n s i v e l y .
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S
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La r ge concer ns find t ha t cer t a i n a ccou nt ing j obs
in different depa rtments ca n now be mecha nized
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Smal l co ncer n s fin d t ha t i t g iv es t hem t he ad v an ta ge s of c o m p l e t e m a c h i n e rec or d- k e epi ng wi t h
a mini mu m i nvestment .
L e t t h e B u r r o u g h s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e d e m o n st r a t e t h e
ma ny fine fea tu r es of this new m a chine for you .
T e l e p h o n e t h e l o c a l B u r r o u g h s o f fi c e , o r m a i l t h e
co u p o n fo r fr e e , d esc r i p t i v e fo l d e r .

----------------------MAIL THIS COUPON!
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SUBTRACTING
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mileage plan; other is straight line method, which sets up depreciation
on time basis, charging to operating expenses a stipulated sum per
month. The latter method is proved a more acceptable procedure.
POWER PLANTS
*Knowlton, A. E. Steam Station Cost Survey. Electrical World. October
9, 1937, pp. 73 -80.
Favorable loads run utilization of capacity up to unprecedented levels;
two -year trend toward lower operating and fixed costs for 21 representative plants given.
*Proescholdt, W. H. Power Plant Accounting. National Engineer. October,
1937, pp. 562 -5.
Notes on capital or capacity costs, depreciation and obsolescence, indeterminate expenses, and energy expenses; practical cases discussed.
PRINTING
Yates, G. Production Control Form for Printing Establishment. Factory
Management & Maintenance. October, 1937, p. 1324.
PRODUCTION CONTROL
See Printing.
RAILROADS
*Koontz, H. D. Cost Finding for Railroads. Journal of Accountancy. October, 1937, pp. 184 -95.
Need for efficient railroad cost accounting methodology can only be met
through exhaustive research by railroad accountants and statisticians;
no adequate method developed up to present time; existing methods discussed and analyzed.
SELLING AND DISTRIBUTION
Aitken, William. The Financial Statements of Grain Exporters and Shippers. Canadian Chartered Accountant. November, 1937, pp. 33146.
Methods of controlling hedging and transactions in futures market; market position, offers, ocean freight, foreign exchange; valuation of cash
grain stocks and open sales contracts; costs as applied to grain.
Tyrrell, S. C. The Problem of Cost Accounting for Selling and Distribution. The Cost Accountant. October, 1937, pp. 125 -48.
Paper and discussion as presented at the Sixteenth National Cost Conference in London, October, 1937.
TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES
Waddington, M. W. Trust Company Accounting. Canadian Chartered Accountant. November, 1937, pp. 366 -73.
A general study of trust company accounting and the manner in which
numerous details may be controlled in the books of account.
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MACHINES
The National Cash Register Company offers a wide
selection of machines for the various accounting and
bookkeeping requirements of every business.
Each machine is built to fulfil a definite record - making
need. Ma ny a r e built f or spec ific jobs. Other s a r e
specially designed to meet particular and individual needs.
It will pay you to investigate the advantages of Nationals
before you purchase or recommend any type of accounting or bookkeeping machines.
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WAGES, SALARIES & FEES — INCENTIVES
Morrow, L. C. How 133 Plants Look at Wage Incentives. Factory Management & Maintenance. October, 1937, pp. 75 -7.
Industry Wage Plan Modeled on Earn -as- you - produce Lines. Sales Management. September 15, 1937, pp. 70 -1.
ADDRESSES OF PUBLICATIONS LISTED
American Business, 4660 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill. (250)
American Gas Association Monthly, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
(250)
Bankers Magazine (The), 185 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. (250)
Bus Transportation, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. (250)
Canadian Chartered Accountant (The), 10 Adelaide St. E., Toronto, Ont.,
Canada. ($2 per year)
Commercial & Financial Chronicle, 25 Spruce St., New York, N. Y. (350)
Cost Accountant (The), 23 Queen Sq., London, W. C. 1, England.
Credit and Financial Management, 1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. (250)
Electrical World, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. (250)
Factory Management & Maintenance, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
(350)
Harvard Business Review, 330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. ($1.25 per
copy, quarterly)
Institution of Electrical Engineers — Journal, Chemical Publishing Co. of
New York, 148 Lafayette St., New York, N. Y.
Journal of Accountancy (The), 135 Cedar St., New York, N. Y. (350)
Machinery, 140 Lafayette St., New York, N. Y.
Mechanical World, 20 Bedford St., London, W. C. 2, England.
National Engineer, 509 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. ($1 per year)
Rand McNally Bankers Monthly, 536 S. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. (500)
Sales Management, 420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. (200)
No'rE: The prices given above, unless otherwise indicated, are for single
issues only. Where the annual subscription rate appears, the price of single
issues is not listed. Where no price is given, the rate may be obtained by
writing direct to the address listed. No attempt is made to price foreign
publications because of fluctuating rates of exchange.
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Applications for Membership
The Executive Committee has ruled that the names and addresses of all applicants
for membership in the Association shall be published in the Bulletins for two weeks
in advance of the date on which they are sent to the Director in charge of Membership for approval. The following applications will be forwarded to the Director two
weeks from the date of this Bulletin. Comments in regard to these applications which
are received from members of the Association during this two weeks' period will be
attached to the application before they are forwarded to the Director in charge.

Albany
Peter H. Flanigan, Jr., General Electric Co., Building 41, Schenectady, N. Y.
Allentown
Lloyd S. Teets, Taylor Wharton Iron & Steel Co., Easton, Pa. (Company Transfer from L. E. Crampton.)
Atlanta
Geo. L. Beatie, Standard Mailing Machines Co., 213 Trust Co. of Ga.
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
J. Eric Eason, Chevrolet Motor Co., McDonough & Sawtell, Atlanta, Ga.
Binghamton
Charles F. Fagan, Burroughs Adding Machine Co., 95 Front St., Binghamton, N. Y.
Birmingham
Clement A. Cole, 2744 Hanover Circle, Birmingham, Alabama.
Dennis C. Peabody, Ernst & Ernst, 903 First National Bank Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.
Robert W. Powell, Birmingham Coca Cola Bottling Co., P. O. Box
2613, Birmingham, Ala.
Boston
F. William Bridges, Deerfoot Farms Co., 115 Halleck St., Boston, Mass.
James A. E. Wood, 85 Lincoln St., Framingham, Mass.
Arthur W. Yardley, Boyden Yardley & Guay, 10 State St., Boston, Mass.
Brooklyn
Leland F. Thompson, 136 Hicks St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buffalo
Howard C. Olds, 81 Oliver St., Lockport, N. Y.
Chicago
Clinton A. Counihan, Weber Costello Co., 12th & McKinley, Chicago
Heights, 111.
Cincinnati
Ralph L. Appel, 2904 Fairfield Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
E. S. Babylon, Ernst & Ernst, 3912 Carew Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Edward J. Hermann, 3738 Edwards Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Charles E. Logan, The Standard Register Co., 626 Broadway, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wesley E. Pelling, 3716 Boudinot Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Ralph E. Sweeney, The Andrew Jergens Co., Spring Grove Ave. &
Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland
John C. Sanders, Ernst & Ernst, 1356 Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
Columbus
Don A. Fisher, 1178 West 1st Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Dayton
William T. Barth, Frigidaire Corp., Dayton, Ohio.
Denver
A. Reinhardt, The Denver Union Stock Yard Co., Stock Yards Station,
Denver, Colo.
Detroit
Andrew L. Callahan, Essex Wire Corp., 14310 Woodward, Detroit,
Mich. (Company Transfer from W. E. Davies.)
Erie
Lynn O. Cope, Erie Resister Corp., 644 West Twelfth St., Erie, Pa.
( Company Transfer from Leon Shannon.)
Grand Rapids
Albert E. Andrews, Tisch -Hine Co., 237 -239 Pearl St., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
George Borst, Klise Mfg. Co., 50 Cottage Grove St., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Reginald E. Davies, Morris M. Berman, 626 Grand Rapids Nat'l Bank
Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hubert Talbot, W. R. Roach & Co., 908 Grand Rapids Nat'l Bank Bldg.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Harrisburg
Robert C. Eckels, 3103 N. Sixth St., Harrisburg, Pa.
John S. Pfautz, Commonwealth of Penna., Telegraph Bldg., Harrisburg, Pa.
Hartford
Arthur J. White, 75 Oxford St., Hartford, Conn.
Houston
Norman E. Greer, 1565 Godwin, Houston, Texas.
Indianapolis
Leonard R. Jones, 3015 N. Meridian, Indianapolis, Ind.
William M. Rockwood, Jr., Rockwood Mfg. Co., 1801 English Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Los Angeles
Paul R. Stevenson, 417 So. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Louisville
A. G. Williams, The Mengel Co., Box 660, Louisville, Ky.
Milwaukee
Robert P. Rowley, White House Milk Co., Inc., Revere Drive, Manitowoc, Wis.
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Minneapolis
Everette C. Day, Brown & Bigelow, 1286 University Ave., St. Paul,
Minn.
Arnold H. Klein, Gluek Brewing Co., 2021 Marshall St. N. E. Minneapolis, Minn.
L. W. Thulin, Brown & Bigelow, 1826 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
D. S. Voss, Brown & Bigelow, St. Paul, Minn.
Memphis
Edwin E. Meeks, Memphis Commercial Appeal, Accounting Dept.,
Memphis, Tenn.
Newark
Robert H. Beams, 937 Lake St., Newark, N. J.
New Haven
John T. Conroy, T. A. D. Jones & Co., Inc., 205 Church St., New
Haven, Conn.
Hans Eberhard, 299 Townsend Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Philadelphia
F. J. Prout, Toledo Scale Co., 3707 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. (Company Transfer from G. D. Coan.)
Pittsburgh
F. L. Dunn, Intl Business Machines Corp., 217 Koppers Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
P. V. Ward, Addressograph Sales Agency, 810 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Reading
Hugh A. Delfs, Intl Business Machines Corp., 18 S. 4th St., Reading,
Pa. (Company Transfer from John Gurke.)
Rochester
B. W. A. Brown, The Alling & Cory Co., 25 Verona St., Rochester, N. Y.
Elmer C. Humes, Neisner Bros., Inc., 49 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Harold S. Kuhns, The Haloid Co., 6 Haloid St., Rochester, N. Y.
Spencer G. Pope, Samson United Corp., 1700 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
William D. Skinner, Paper Service, Inc., 100 S. Fitzhugh St., Rochester, N. Y.
Rockford
Clarence F. Tappe, American Insurance Co., 304 N. Main St., Rockford, Ill. (Company Transfer from Glenn L. Alberstett.)
St. Louis
Ray Kile, 5339 Itaska St., St. Louis, Mo.
Carl Newman, 619 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
James C. Thompson, Security Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Scranton
Anthony F. D'Iorio, 291 William St., Pittston, Pa.
Leo J. Rafferty, Globe Fuel Co., 914 Mears Bldg., Scranton, Pa.
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Toledo
Ernest H. Born, 429 Crittenden Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Arnold W. Lapp, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.
Utica
Everett L. Mangam, Paris Road, New Hartford, N. Y.
Washington
Walter S. Chillingworth, Treasury Dept., Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C.
John J. C. McDonough, 1614 17th St., No. Arlington, Va. (Company
Transfer from Joseph T. O'Neil.)
Outside Chapter Territory
Oscar Birley, 228 All Souls' Ave., London N. W. 10, England.
Herman A. Midelfarth, Bygdo Alle 35, Oslo, Norway.
Nell A. Unger, Library Ass'n of Portland, Portland, Oregon. (Company Transfer from Anne M. Mulheron.)
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BEST WISHES FOR THE NEW YEAR

MON ROE
CALCULATING MACHINE
COMPANY, INC.
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